Abstract—Ocean observation systems gather an increasing amount of climate-relevant time series data. To interactively explore and analyze such high-dimensional datasets, we developed the software OceanTEA. Our open-source tool leverages modern web technology to support interactive data visualization, spatial analysis of current patterns, and temporal pattern discovery via machine learning methods. The microservice architecture of OceanTEA ensures a maintainable implementation that seamlessly scales from desktop computers to cloud computing infrastructure.

I. MOTIVATION

Ocean observation systems, such as the global array of more than 3000 free-drifting Argo floats belonging to the Global Ocean Observing System [1] or the modular ocean laboratory MoLab [2, 3], produce an increasing amount of time series data. Both statistical data mining techniques and manual exploration via visualization are necessary for oceanographers and climatologists to extract scientific knowledge from such vast datasets. For this purpose, we developed the software OceanTEA, which leverages modern web technology to support scientists in interactively exploring and analyzing high-dimensional datasets. By relying on a microservice architecture [4, 5], OceanTEA can not only be deployed on desktop computers but also on cloud computing infrastructure with built-in scalability. Making data available on the web can be useful for scientists collaborating on exploring a dataset (e.g., with limited access within an institute) as well as for providing interactive visualizations along with journal or conference publications. Since it has been shown that papers which feature published data receive higher citation counts [6], an interactive visualization of such data with OceanTEA could further improve the impact of a publication.

The OceanTEA source code (along with a live demo of the tool) is available on GitHub [7].

A tool related to OceanTEA is Ocean Data View (ODV) [8], which is a proprietary (i.e., closed-source) desktop-only application used to produce a wide range of static figures from oceanographic datasets.

II. OCEANTEA

A screenshot of the web interface of OceanTEA (short for Oceanographic Time Series Exploration and Analysis) is shown in Figure 1. The user interface is divided into four views (times series management, data exploration, spatial analysis, and temporal pattern discovery), which can be accessed via the tabs at the top of the page. The data exploration view (Figure 1) features options to filter the time series to be displayed according to:

1) study region
2) measurement device
3) measurement parameter (e.g., temperature)
4) depth range (multiple ranges are possible)

Furthermore, measurement stations can directly be selected via an interactive map displaying satellite images of the Earth’s surface (provided by Google Maps [9]).

OceanTEA supports both univariate time series (e.g., temperature measured at a single site) and multivariate series (e.g., current direction and magnitude in several depth bins in the water column measured by an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)). Multivariate time series of currents (direction and magnitude) can be sliced along adjustable depth levels (see the right plot in Figure 1).

The interactive plots of OceanTEA are implemented using the CavasPlot [10] library built on top of D3.js [11]. The user can zoom into the plots and pan the axes (also by using touch gestures on devices that support them). At a high zoom level, the individual data points are displayed and tooltips are shown when
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the user hovers over the points (or touches them). The plots can be arranged by measurement parameter or by measurement device. It is possible to synchronize the axes of multiple plots and to join multiple graphs in a single plot.

In the management tab, time series can be added (e.g., from comma-separated values (CSV) files) and deleted. OceanTEA provides automatic unit conversion according to TEOS-10 [12] for several important oceanographic parameters (such as from in situ temperature to conservative temperature).

III. MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURE

The microservice architecture pattern [4, 5] partitions a software system into a set of so-called microservices. A microservice is a small, self-contained application that can be deployed independently and has a single responsibility [13]. In this context, small means that its complexity is low enough to be understood by a small team or even a single developer. That microservices are self-contained implies that they do not share code or database schemas with each other. In particular, each microservice can be implemented using the programming languages, middleware, and data storage facilities that suit the task of the service best (polyglot programming and persistence). As the whole software system is divided into microservices according to domain functionality (in the sense of bounded contexts in domain-driven design [14]), each service only has a single functional responsibility. Transaction-less communication—e.g., via RESTful protocols such as HTTP—is employed to coordinate tasks between the individual services.

While microservices incur the drawback of having to handle the additional complexity of distributed systems (e.g., ensuring fault tolerance), they provide the advantage of good maintainability and scalability [15]. As the complexity of a microservice is low, maintaining its code is easier than that of a large monolithic application (making it a feasible option to re-implement the whole service if necessary). Since microservices are self-contained and can be deployed independently, they can also be scaled independently as it is required by the current workload on the software system [15, 16, 17].

Figure 2 shows the microservice architecture of OceanTEA. The OceanTEA client, which contains the user interface and runs in the user's web browser, communicates with the server-side part of OceanTEA via
an application programming interface (API) gateway. This gateway masks the complexity of communicating with different services and offers an integrated API to the client. The microservices comprising OceanTEA are divided into three so-called *verticals* that group services with related functionality. In the first vertical, we arranged microservices related to the management of time series. In the second vertical, we find the service for the spatial analysis of data, and the third vertical consists of the service for pattern discovery in time. Note, that we made use of the polyglot properties of microservices; for example, we reused an existing C implementation of TEOS-10 for the conversion microservice and implemented the multidimensional array handling of the multivariate time series management in Python, which allows to express the required slicing of arrays with a concise syntax.

We utilize Docker [18] to run each microservice in an isolated container. These containers can directly be deployed to private or public cloud infrastructure. Via Docker Machine [19], the same containers can also be executed on desktop computers running Mac OS X or Microsoft Windows. For these two platforms, we built installer applications to make the installation process user-friendly.

**IV. FUTURE WORK**

In the future, we plan to extend the spatial analysis view of OceanTEA with interactive 3D renderings of data fields in relation to structures on the ocean floor (work in progress). For the temporal analysis view, we are working on an implementation that leverages machine learning methods [20] to identify dependencies between different (lagged) time series.

OceanTEA will be used to interactively visualize, explore, and analyze oceanographic time series data for climate-relevant research concerning ocean physics, biology, and chemistry in a changing climate system. For example, OceanTEA is currently employed in studying the impact of ongoing climate change on cold-water coral reef ecosystems in order to assess whether factors such as ocean warming and acidification impact the physical and biogeochemical boundary conditions of these reefs [cf. 21]. We implemented an interactive illustration of modeling results with OceanTEA to accompany a publication which we prepared in this context [22]. In this way, our tool can be used to create dynamic visualizations of figures in papers to add value to publications reporting on data-driven research right from the beginning of the peer review process.
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